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In this paper, we consider the criticality problem for energy dependent 
neutron transport in an isotropically scattering, homogeneous slab. Under a 
positivity assumption on the scattering kernel, we can find an expression relating 
the thickness of the slab to a parameter characterizing production by fission. 
This is accomplished by exploiting the Perron-Frobenius- Jentsch characteriza- 
tion of positive operators (i.e. those leaving invariant a normal, reproducing 
cone in a Banach space). We point out that those techniques work for classes of 
multigroup problems where the Case singular eigenfunction approach is not as 
feasible as in the one-group theory, which is also analyzed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Criticality problems for neutron transport translate to the mathematical 
problem of spectral analysis when transport is modeled by a linear Boltzmann 
equation of the form 
$Y=A!?‘, (l-1) 
with A denoting a linear integro-differential operator. With no internal or 
boundary sources, one considers the initial-value problem for (1.1) and charac- 
terizes criticality by specifying those geometric and physical parameters which 
yield the spectral result that the spectrum of A is contained in the complex left 
half-plane and indeed has spectral values X with Re(X) = 0. 
If  the operator A is such that h = 0 is an eigenvalue, then one seeks geometric 
and physical parameters such that the equation 
AY=O (1.2) 
with homogeneous boundary conditions, has a non-trivial and non-negative 
solution. The complexity of this problem is such that analytic methods often 
have to give way to numerical approximations, or to a diffusion like approxima- 
tion, or to both. 
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We restrict our attention to transport in a homogeneous, isotropically 
scattering slab of thickness 7 with other assumptions specified in the text. Equa- 
tion (1.2) becomes, after dividing by the speed w, 
/L g (x, /L, E) + a(E) Y(x, P, E) = $ j” j1 s&T, E’) Y(x, $, E’) d$ dE’ 
E, -1 
where x is the position variable with EM the maximum energy, E, the minimum 
energy, with the speed and energy of a particle related by E = &mv2. 
The physical properties of the medium are described by the two functions 
a(E) and s,(E, E’), which represent respectively the cross section (probability of 
collision per unit path length) and the collision and fission properties of the 
medium with E’, the energy of a particle experiencing a collision and E, the 
energy of the particle emerging from a collision. For our analysis, we assume 
those two functions satisfy the following: 
Assumption I. u(E) is a positive continuous function of E, E, < E < EM ; 
Assumption II. The operator defined by 
W(E) = jEEM q,(E, E’)f(E’) dE’ 
(12 
(1.4) 
defines a completely continuous operator on 
C(1,) = {f:fcontinuous onIE = [E, , EM], \\fl! = mix If(E) 
Moreover 93 for some integer N,, , is strictly positive, i.e. -9’2 takes the cone 
X of nonnegative functions into its interior (if f > 0 on a set of positive 
Lebesgue measure, Y>f > 0 for all E E IE). 
Assumption I is merely technical. The assumption of compactness for the 
operator 9s is used in [8] where the completely continuous portion of the 
collision operator represents elastic slowing down, fission, and low energy 
inelastic scattering. The assumption of strict positivity of Yp merely asserts 
that after enough collisions the energies are thoroughly mixed. The positivity 
of a(E) states that there is a nonzero probability of a collision of a neutron with 
any speed E. 
Equation (1.3) is equivalent to an integral equation for the total flux, a function 
of x and E, of the form 
4(x, E) = 16 4,(x - y, E, E’)+(Y) E’) a’ dy, 
77% 
4(x, E) = fl y(x, PL, E) dp, 
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with 
K&x, E, E’) = + la exp(--o(E) t 1 x 1) q s&E, E’). 
(By making the change of (spatial) variable, x = &x, 6 = minE o(E)(>O), we 
can assume that a(E) > 1). We will call the integral operator in (1.5) L, . In this 
paper we will also be considering the integral operator defined by 
L&X, E) = laJEEM &,(x - Y, E, E’)f(x E’) dE’ d% (l-6) 
m 
We will consider both these operators acting on the Banach space 
C(P, 71 x 4z) = cf:f continuous on [0, T] x Ia, (bounded and continuous 
ifT = co>, llfll = ~g If@, EN- 
Our problem then is to find the functional relationship between S, , o(E), 
and 7 so that (1.5) has a nontrivial and nonnegative solution. We can convert 
this to an eigenvalue problem starting with the following observation: Assuming 
for now the result of Theorem 11.1, we can use norm estimates to show that the 
spectral radius of L, , defined as 
II LoI 1189 = iz II La” Pn, 
is dominated by that of (1 /u(E)) Y. , which is completely continuous on C(I,). 
The operator (l/u(E))Ya h as a positive characteristic value ws equal to the 
reciprocal of its spectral radius and dominated by the moduli of all the other 
characteristic values [6j. We introduce a parameter w and study 
+(% El = w [IEEM k(x - y, E, E’) +(y, E’) dE’ dy, 
111 
where 
K(x, E, E’) = t lrn exp(-u(E) t ] x 1) $ s(E, E’) 
s(E, E’) = $ s,(E, E’). 
(1.7) 
Our problem then becomes that of relating w and 7 for which there exists a 
nontrivial and nonnegative solution to (1.7). L, and L, will be defined using the 
preceding kernel for the remainder of this work. 
Techniques previously used were the Case singular eigenfunction expansion 
for two-group models [3, 7, 1%201, and methods based on those of Mullikin 
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and Leonard [9, lo] in their spectral analysis of the anisotropic scattering kernel 
in the one-group theory. The generalization of [9, IO] in [13] consisted of finding 
a representation of the resolvent kernel to L, , which depended on crucial proper- 
ties of a Wiener-Hopf factorization. Using this representation, the authors 
studied the singularities of the resolvent kernel in the complex w-plane. Both 
approaches, however, obtained asymptotic expressions relating 7 and W, under 
the important assumption of a single pair of roots to an associated dispersion 
relation, which involves the Fourier transform of the transport kernel [13. 
p. 6121. 
The techniques in this paper are quite different. We seek to relate w and Q- by 
exploiting the nonnegativity of the integral operator in using the Perron- 
Frobenius- Jentsch characterization [6, pp. 925-9301 of the spectral radius of 
such operators (See, for example, (3.3)). Indeed, the purpose of the paper is to 
show that this technique can be exploited to analyze critical slabs where the 
Case method would run into serious technical difficulties in attempting to 
generalize to the continuous energy case. We bypass such difficulties com- 
pletely. Moreover, our method are useful in analyzing multigroup problems 
where the scattering matrix is positive, non-symmetric, and determines many 
pairs of roots to the associated dispersion relation [20]. We wish to point out 
the excellent paper by G. Birkhoff [2] in which he indicated that the concept 
of positivity can be used to form a mathematical basis for the concept of criticality 
as well as other concepts in neutron transport theory. 
In Section II, we will derive some properties of h(~)( = 1 /W(T)) and the as- 
sociated eigenfunction which solves (1.7). In Section III, we show how the 
asymptotic behavior of A( 7 in 7 can be described. From this we can obtain ) 
estimates of critical thicknesses depending on A. In Section IV, we show how 
similar results for multi-group and one-group models can be derived. In Sec- 
tion Y, we give a physical interpretation of our results in Sections III and IV. 
In Section VI, we make some remarks about further generalizations of the results 
in the previous sections. Some concluding remarks are made in Section VII. 
II. PROPERTIES OF /IL, ~lsI) 
The assumptions on Y0 enable us to conclude the following about L, . I f  we 
let f~ C([O, T] x IE) we observe that for fixed, but arbitrary (x, E), 
Lm El 
T EM 
=u 
k(x - y, E, E’) f  (y, E’) dE’ dy 
“0 E, 
1 
7 I 
=-fS 
EM 
2 
exp(--a(E) t ] x - y  I) 9 1 ~(6 E')f(y, E')dE'& 
0 1 % 
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7 m 
SC 0‘1 
exp(-m;x o(E) t 1 x - y  I) 9 jEM s(E, E’)f(y, E’) dE’ dy 
477 
m;x u(E) t 1 x - y  I) :f(y, E’) dy/ dE’ 
= YBf, (2.1) 
where 
Bf(x, El = $ illrn exp(---mEax a(E) t I x - y  I) $f(y, E) dy. 
Assumptions I and II imply that the integrand is an absolutely summable func- 
tion of (y, E’) for each (x, E) and thus allow interchanging orders of integration. 
We can conclude that 
That L, maps the cone X of nonnegative continuous functions into its interior 
follows from the aforementioned assumptions and from 
THEOREM II.1. L, , 0 < T < co, is a continuous operator from C([O, ~1 x IE) 
to itself, and completely continuous for 7 < co. Forjnite r, its maximum eigenvalue 
is equal to its spectral radius and its eigenfunction can be chosen to be totally positive 
and even (in x) about 712. 
Proof. The complete continuity of L, follows from the results in Appendix A. 
Because the cone X of nonnegative continuous functions on C([O, T] x ZE) has 
an interior, and a power of L, maps .X into its interior, we are able to deduce 
that its largest eigenvalue is real, of simple multiplicity, and equal to its spectral 
radius /j L, jlsD . (Henceforth, we will denote this eigenvalue as h(7)). The as- 
sociated eigenfunction has positive entries for 0 < x < 7, E, < E < EM). 
The evenness about 712 follows from the fact that L, is defined by a difference 
kernel (in the spatial variable) and from evenness of the kernel in this variable. 
The proof is straightforward, and we omit the details. 
Hence (1.7) has a physically meaningful solution when w = 1 I/\(T), and this 
solution is the associated eigenfunction. The next result gives the behavior of 
X(T) as a function of 7. The details are similar to those used by T. W. Mullikin 
in [ll] and are omitted. 
THEOREM 11.2. The maximal real eigenvalue of L, is a continuous monotone 
increasing function of 7 with A(T) < I for T < 03. 
So h(7) is bounded by 1 for all 7 < co and will therefore approach a number 
p < 1 as 7 -+ co. We will show that p = 1. However we first derive some 
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properties of the Fourier transform (in the spatial variable) of k(~, E, E’). By 
capitalizing the function letter, we denote the Fourier transform offeLl( - z~:,cr;) 
by 
F(t) == 1% exp(ia$)f(x) dx. (2.2) 
--cc 
From the form of g(x, E), defined via 
<dX, El = JIK exp( - fu(E) X) $ , (2.3) 
we can see that the mapping 
is continuous from [E, , E*,] to Lr(- on, co). This implies that the Fourier 
transform of g in X, G([, E), will be continuous in 5 and E, where 
G([, E) = jm (dt/(u2(E) t2 -L 5”)) a(E). (2.4) 
1 
Thus the operator K(t) defined by 
K([) [f] (E) = a(E) lo (dt/(u2(E) t” i 6”)) j-T s(E, E’)f(E’) a’ (2.5) 
is compact on C(IE) and K(t) is an analytic mapping of (-CD, a) to G(I, , I,), 
the algebra of compact operators on C(I,). 
For [ real, a power of the operator K(t) is strictly positive; its maximal eigen- 
value is positive and of simple multiplicity; the corresponding eigenfunction is 
positive on [En, , EM] [6, p. 9241. Other results concerning K(t) are 16, p. 9321: 
0) !/ K(5)ll,, - II ~(O)ll,~, as -5 - 0; 
(ii) I f  we denote the eigenfunction corresponding to ‘1 K([)l;,,, as u(E, 0, 
we have that 
4% 0 - u(E, 0) 
in the norm of C(1,). 
We may also observe that K(t) is analytic in [, and we may use a perturbation 
argument similar to that of Rellich [16] to show, for 6 real and near 0, 
K(S)i, 5D _ l; K(O) ,,,, _ ” Ib*(-F Oh K”(O) 4-C Qli 59 ----- ‘. 2 [v*(E, O), u(E, O)] o(42)3 (2.6) 
where v*(E, 0) is the eigenfunction to the adjoint K*(t), and 
[v*,,f] = JEEMf(E) h*(E). 
nl 
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III. BOUNDS AND ASYMPTOTICS FOR h(7) 
By a change of variable, we will consider L, as defined via 
L,f(x, E) = s::“,j:” h(x - Y, E, E’)f(y, E’) dE’ 4. 
m 
(3-l) 
We observe the following fact-due to the evenness of k(x, E, E’) in the spatial 
variable - 
m  
Sf 
EM 
k(x - Y, E, E’) u(E’, 5) cos 5y dE’ dy 
--3c E, 
= h(t, E, E’) u(E’, 5) cos f(x - t) dE’ dt 
r 
=I s 
4U 
h(t, E, E’) u(E’, E) cm 5t dE’ cos 6~ = I@) u(E, 4) cos .$x 
--03 Em 
= II J%>li,, 4% 0 ~0s Ex, (3.2) 
where u(E, [) is the positive eigenfunction corresponding to the dominant 
eigenvalue of K(E). 
The spectral radius of L, is characterized by the following result of Karlin 
[6, p. 9291: 
A(T) = Sup(h: 3f > 0, L,f > Af} 
= Inf{h: 3f > 0, L,f < Af}. (3.3) 
For the functions in this characterization, we will use 
fi(x, E) = u(E, T/T) cm y, I x I < d2, 
fi(x, E) = u(E, r/(7 + P)) ~0s -+ 
(3.4) 
I x I < 4, 
where p can be chosen a continuous bounded function of 7 by the following 
THEOREM 111.1. The spectral radius of L, sati@es the following inequality 
fey all 7: 
I1 w+>lls, < h(T) < II wd(T + P))IIS, 9 
where 2 < p(T) < rr, and is continuous in 7. 
Thus 
(3.5) 
x(T) = 1 m2 I[v*W O>, K”(O) u(E, O)]l 
2T2 b*(E, O), u(E, 0)] 
+ o(T-‘). (3.6) 
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Proof. New consider 
L,J, = j-d;;2/EEM k(x - y, E, E’) u(E’, +) cm T dE’ dy 
m 
oz 
==s s 
EM 
k(x - y, E, E’) u(E’, T/T) cos “y dE’ dy 
-cc E, 7 
= EM 
- 
IS 712 E, 
k(x - y, E, E’) u(E’, T/T) cos y dE’ dy 
(3.7) 
Also 
-T/2 h&f 
- I s -R E, k(x - y, E, E’) u(E’, n;~) cos r+ dE’ dy. 
.Q EM = J s k(x - y, E, E’) u(E’, a/(~ + P)) cos - ny dE’dy --m E, T+P 
(3.8) 
- k(x - y, E, E’) @‘, db + P>) cos e--?!- dE’ dy 7$-P 
-r/2 EM 
- s I k(x - y, E, E’) u(E’, n/(7 + P)) cos i%!-- dE’ dy. -m E, T+P 
Because [iz s(E, E’) u(E’, T/T) dE’ ’ IS a positive function of E, because the cosine 
is even in x, and because k spatially depends on j x - y I, we need only consider 
the behavior of 
I 
m 
T/2 
E,(a(E) 1 x - y 1) cos y dy 
and 
s m EJa(E) 1 x - y 1) cos .i??- dy, 712 r+P 
to get the desired inequalities in (3.5), where El is defined for positive values 
of x by 
We claim 
E,(o(E) x) = $ f exp(--o(E) tx) G. 
I m E,(o(E) I x - y I) cos y dy < 0, 1x1 <T/2, E,<E<EM. 712 
(3.9) 
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and 
I m -%(u(E) I x - Y I) cos -I!?!- dy > 0, T+P I x I < 7/2, -4, < E < EM. T/2 
(3.10) 
For proofs, see Appendix B. 
Combining (3.9) with (3.7) and using (3.3), we deduce that X(T) > /j K(+)il,, . 
Similarly, we can deduce that h(7) < Ij K(rr/(~ + p))il,, . Asymptotics for X(T) 
follow from using (3.5) and from comparing the expansions of 11 K(r/~)l],, and 
I/ K(~/(T + p))]ls, using (2.6). The boundedness of P(T) as used to assert higher 
order terms in (3.6) are o(~-“). 
IV. RESULTS FOR MULTIGROUP AND ONE-SPEED APPROXIMATIONS 
For the multigroup approximation (See, for example [l , p. 240]), it is assumed 
that the entire energy range can be divided into N-intervals, such that if E is in 
the ith range, 
a(E) = uii Ei-1 < E < Ei . 
The scattering kernel becomes a nonnegative-entried N x N matrix, with cii 
describing scattering probabilities from group j to group i. Thus the angular 
flux becomes an N-vector, the ith component describing the flux in energy 
group i. So (1.3) becomes 
CL ; 'W, P) + ,Yx, CL) = ; j; Coy@, p') dp', 
1 
qo, II) = ‘y(T, -p) = 0, O<LL<l, 
(4.1) 
where Z is a diagonal matrix with 1 = on < 02a < ... < a,, , and C,, is the 
scattering matrix. For this model Assumption II leads to the criterion that 
Cp > 0 for some integer iV,, . Equation (1.7) becomes 
$44 = w LT 4% - Y) 44~) dy = 4%4, (4.2) 
k(x) = +- j” exp(:tZ j x I) f  C, 
1 
c=J-co. 
WO 
The parameter w. is equal to 11 J?%‘, llsD ; 4 is an iv-vector, with $(x) = 
J’1 Y(x, p’) dp’. 
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An easy calculation shows that the Fourier transform of the multigroup 
kernel is given for each entry by 
We note that, for < real, a power of K(t) is a positive matrix. Arguments similar 
to those in Section III, show that for the multigroup model, 
withp(7) a continuous function of T such that 2 < P(T) .< r, and for asymptotics, 
we get 
(4.5) 
Here u and V* are N-vectors with positive entries, where 
IP(0) Y”(0) = v*(o) 
K(O) u(O) = U(O), 
and tr denotes transpose. 
For the one speed model [l, p. 661, it is assumed that the particles have the 
same speed. The scattering kernel sa is equal to a constant c and we normalize 
(1.3) by assuming CJ = 1. The angular flux is a scalar function of s and 1~. 
Equation (1.3) becomes 
Equation (1.7) becomes 
The Fourier transform of the kernel in (4.7) is 
K(5) = .c” @i(t2 + 6”)). 
For this model also, we have 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.X) 
(4.9) 
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again with p(~-) a continuous function of T such that 2 < P(T) ,< n-. For asymp- 
totics, we get 
h(T) = 1 - $ + 0(7-Z), 
since k”(0) = -Q . Using (4.9) and (4.10), we can obtain the lowest order terms 
in the expansion of 7 in terms of h. 
V. A PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
The results in the previous sections show that limr+m h(7) = 11 L, /Is9 = 
II K(O)llw . Let us return to the original equation (1 S). A sufficient condition 
for a homogeneous slab reactor to be subcritical is for I] L, lls2) < 1 (see [14] for 
definition of subcriticality). We now look at a physical situation which would 
imply II L, llS, < 1: We expect a reactor of any thickness to be subcritical if the 
expected number of neutron of energy E undergoing collisions, leading to either 
absorption or isotropic emission to other energies E’, predominates over con- 
tributions to the flux at energy E from either scattering or fission for any posi- 
tion x, i.e. for an arbitrary nonnegative flux, 
a(E)+, E) > jE; s(E, E’) 4(x, E’) dE (5.1) 
or that 
4(x, E) > l/a(E) jnT s(E, E’)$(x, E’) dE’. 
From (3.3), this would imply that 
or that 
II WUI,, -=c 1, 
Let w characterize production by fission and scattering sources. Let us enrich 
either the fission or scattering material, or both, in a proportion determined by w. 
Certainly if w < 1, w II K(O)/],, < 1 if II K(O)ll,, < 1 and thus w /IL7 IIs9 < 1. 
We can reach the physically obvious conclusion that nonmultiplying media are 
always subcritical. We even have subcriticality if w > 1 as long as production 
by scattering and fission does not prevail over the collision rate and provided 
there is enough leakage from the reactor. Because of enough leakage, we have 
subcriticality for multiplying media of finite thicknesses. Our asymptotics 
merely would tell us how much we have to step up fission and scattering to have 
a critical reactor, and how this enrichment depends on the thickness. 
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If /j K(O)Il,, > 1, then since Ij L, /js3) -+ /] K(O)ll,, , there are some T for which 
the inhomogeneous version of (1.5) is not solvable for a physically meaningful 
(nonnegative) solution for every nonnegative source [14, p. 951. The condition 
that I\ K(O)\\,, > 1 is implied whenever the scattering plus fission rate pre- 
dominates over the collision rate. We must then remove fissionable material 
and/or lower the scattering-to-total cross-section ratio so that balance is acheived. 
This balance is defined by the parameter w. Our asymptotics for X(T)( z-1 /w(t)) 
A(*) = ,/ Iq)l,,, 73 I[v”(E, O)T K”(O) 4EY O)ll 
272 I v*(-K O), 4% O)il + o(T-“) 
tells us how much enrichment (when 1) K(O)lj,, < 1) or how much removal 
(when Ij K(O)Ij,, > 1) is necessary to achieve a critical state, modeled by the 
eigenvalue problem 
4 = wL,$ (5.2) 
VI. GENERALIZATION TO EM = $-CO 
It has been suggested [15] that our analysis be modified to include fluxes 
which vanish at co with respect to a positive continuous weight function a(E), 
summable over IE = [E, , co). We will now consider solving (1.5) and (1.7) for 
functions f(~, ,!3) for which (i). lf(x, Q//a(E) is continuous and bounded on 
[0, T] x IE such that lim,,,f(x, g/a(E) exists uniformly in x. Such a class of 
functions will be denoted as C,([O, T] x IE) with norm defined by ljfjja = 
sup(z,,) I f(x> W4-0 
Assumption I remains the same, except that arbitrarily large energies are 
allowed. The operator Sp, will be defined on the space of functions, C,(I,), for 
which I f(E)1 ME) is continuous and bounded on 1, such that lim,,, ] f(E) I /a(E) 
exists. The underlying norm on C,(l,) is ljflla = Sup, lf(E)l/u(E). 
LEMMA 6.1. The cone X, of nonnegative continuous functions has an interior. 
Proof. We observe that 
(0 + a-: II x Ila < $1 
is an open ball in X, . Thus u(E) is in the interior of Xa . 
We replace Assumption II by Assumption II’: 
Q.E.D. 
Assumption II’. The operator defined by (1.4) defines a completely con- 
tinuous operator on C,(lE). Moreover, 93, for some integer N,, , is strictly 
positive, i.e. LYp maps X, into its interior. 
The functions g(x, E) = (l/u(,F)) f (x, E),~E C,([O, 71 x I,), are continuous 
and bounded on [0, T] x IE such that lim,,,g(x, E) exists uniformly in x. The 
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space of functions with these two properties is denoted as C([O, ~1 x 1,) and is 
complete under the sup norm. A similar definition holds for C(I,). We observe 
that 9 defined by 
yg(E) = (l/a(E)) /” s(E, E’) a(E’)g(E’) dE’ (6.1) 
is a completely continuous mapping of C(I,) to itself. 
The proof of compactness for L, will be similar to Appendix A is we show 
(a) ST’ [s(E, E’)/a(E)] a(E’) dE’ < co for any EE [Em, co]. 
(b) jz’ I l/u(Er) s(E, , E’) - l/a(Es) s(Es , E’)l u(E’) dE’ -+ 0 as El + E2, 
El , E, E [Em, co]. The first of these assertions follows, since pg(E), g(E) = 1, 
is in C(I,). The second assertion follows from the discussion in [17, p. 2231, 
since C(IE) is isometric to C[O, 11. Properties (a) and (b) imply that the ap- 
proximate operator l/u(E) LrE is completely continuous on C([O, T] x I& which 
is isometric to C([O, T] x [0, l/Em]) the Banach space of functions continuous 
on [O, ~1 x [O, l/&J. 
With these results, the generalization to arbitrary large energies proceeds 
mutatis mutandis. 
VII. FINAL REMARKS 
The results have shown that for every value of the parameter w, characterizing 
production by fission, there is associated a critical thickness. These results are 
very well known for the one-speed case [12], but have been derived by exploiting 
the self-adjointness of the integral operator (the difference kernel being defined 
by a function even about the origin) by using Rayleigh-Ritz estimates. 
In this work, we cannot apply such techniques, for the scattering operator is 
rarely self-adjoint, and hence the operator in general cannot be symmetrized. 
We must exploit the positivity of this operator and use the Perron-Frobenius- 
Jentsch characterization of the dominant eigenvalue. Such a characterization is 
difficult to apply-it is no easy matter to select the functionsf, and fi . However, 
diffusion theory motivates the answer; the form of fi and fi suggests that these 
functions satisfy diffusion equations with homogeneous boundary conditions 
at -42, 7/2 and at -(T + p)/2, T + p/2 respectively. Indeed from the Pi- 
approximation to the transport equation for slabs [l, p. 1781, we can deduce 
that the diffusion model for the homogeneous, isotropically scattering slab is 
1 - --%$(x, E) + u(E)+, E) = w j-E; s(E E’)+, E’) dE’ 
34E) dx2 (7.1) 
with boundary conditions 
4(-T/2, E) = $(T/2, E) = 0. 
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A physically meaningful solution to (7.1) with the accompanying boundary 
conditions is 
qqx, E) = C(E) cos [ (;v~ggql~L s (7.2) 
where U, v* and K”(0) are discussed in Section II and ii is calculated as a perturba- 
tion of u using techniques in Rellich [16]. For this solution to satisfy the boundary 
conditions, cu must be 
W(T) = 1 - 
ayv*, K”(0) 241 
2qv*, 241 
-i 0(7-2). (7.3) 
That (7.2) is a solution of (7.1) is seen by observing 
K”(0) = - $r”(E) K(O). (7.4) 
We remark that w > I, since 
p*, K”(O)u] < 0. (7.5) 
Thus, by a simple analysis of the diffusion model we were able to “guess” 
the functions fi and fa used in (3.3). We observe, moreover, that (7.1) with 
boundary conditions yields the first two terms in the asymptotic expression 
for W(T). The accuracy of these terms to o(~-~), along with the monotonicity 
results for A(T) are obtained by applyting the Perron-Frobenius- Jentsch theory 
to the transport operator directly. The fact that diffusion theory yields terms 
accurate to o(T-~) lends credence to the saying, “Diffusion theory works better 
then it should.” 
APPENDIX A 
We now proceed to show L, is a continuous mapping of C([O, T] x 1,) into 
itself for 0 ,< 7 < cc and compact for finite 7. We let El6 be a Coo function with 
compact support such that 
! .-li / E,<(x) - El(x)1 dx < E. 0 (.4.1) 
We extend El’(x) to be even about x = 0. It is easily seen that 
T EM 
% --ff I E,(u(E) l~-~i)s(E,E’)--~(u(E,) Ixo-y I)+%jWl If(r,~VdE’d?l o Em 
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+ ij-;” I E,‘W) I x -Y I) - &‘(@o) I xo -Y I) I @, E’)lf(y, -WI a’ dr 
m 
+ .c’J;” I -%‘(dEo> I xo -Y III I 4E E’) - 0, 3 E’)I If(y) WI dE’ dy 
m 
+ ls:” I GE(4Eoo) I xo -Y I) - E,(dEo) 1x0 - Y l)l@o, E’)lf(~>Wl dE’ & 
m 
< gg If@, EN imp fy @, E’) a’ [i Ed@) I x - Y I) 
- G’(4E) I * - Y I) j dy + iT I E,T@> I x - Y I> - Elc(4Eo) I xo - Y I)1 dr 
+ iT I GTu(Eo) I xo - Y I> - Ed@,) I xo -Y 01 dy] 
+ iT I W@o) I xo - Y III dy /” I @C E’) - &%, , WI dE’1 . (A-2) 
&I 
These estimates approach zero because of (A.l), the uniform continuity of E,’ 
in its arguments, and Assumption II. This proves continuity of L,f for 
0 < 7 < co. An easy calculation shows that II L, I] is uniformly bounded for 
TE [O, co]. 
To prove compactness for r < co, we consider the operator defined by 
Lf(x> El = 0-y E,‘(u(E) I x - y I> @, E’)f(y, E’) a’ 4. (A-3) 
We claim L,c is a compact mapping of C([O, T] X 1,) into itself. It suffices to 
show that 
(a) for fixed (x, E), Jo7 $r I Ele(u(E) I x - y [)I s(E, E’) dE’ dy is bounded; 
(b) as (x, , En) - (x, -0 
T EM ss I E,‘(u(E) Ix - Y I) @, E’) - -&Y4%z) I xn - Y I) 4-f%, E’)I dE’ dy-+O. 0 Em 
This will show that LTE maps a bounded set in C([O, T] x Ic) to a set which is 
relatively compact for each (x, E) and which is equicontinuous. The compactness 
ofL,< follows from [5, p. 1371. 
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For (a), we observe that 
.( (IE; s(E, E’) dE’) 1‘ / E,‘(a(E) / x - ?’ I)1 d? (A.4) 
-cc 
The finiteness follows from Assumptions I and II concerning s(E, E’) and u(E) 
and from integrability of EIE(t). 
For (b), we have 
/ E,<(u(E) / x - y 1) s(E, E’) - Ele(u(E,) j x, - y I) s(E, , I?‘)\ dE’ dy 
T EM 
< 
.rf 
! Elc(o(E) ( x - y 1) - Elf(u(En) / x - y ])I s(E, E’) dE’ dy 
0 ’ Em 
.T EM 
i 
IS 1 Elc(o(E,) / x - y I)1 / s(E, E’) - s(E, , E’)( dE’ dy ‘0 Em 
7 E&f 
I 
f.i 
j Ele(u(E,) I x - y I) - Ele(u(E,J / x, - y I)\ s(E, , E’) dE’ dy. 
0 En, 
(AS) 
In (AS), the first and third integrals approach zero due to the uniform continuity 
of E,’ in its arguments; the second integral approaches zero by Assumption II 
and [17, p. 2241. Thus L,’ is compact. 
To show L, is a completely continuous mapping, it suffices to show that 
III,; -L,’ ---f 0 as E ---f 0. To this end, we observe 
I, L; - L, ” < g,g “T ,” ss j E,c(u(E))x -ui) - E,(u(E) jx -y!)l s(E, E’)dE’dv m 
< y-g x, 
(j;“s(E,E’)dE’)/e / Elc(u(E)\x-y!)- E,(u(E) jx -yi)idy 
m --m 
< ~,s: (W(E) jEM s(E, E’) dEt) j’ I E,E(t) - &WI dt 
ETTl -2.T 
< 2~ r,g (1 /u(E) ,,” s(E, E’) dE’) . 
m 
Hence 11 LTE - L, /I ---f 0 as E - 0 and L, is compact. 
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APPENDIX B 
Proof of (3.9). Let E be fixed but arbitrary. We exploit the fact that 
El(o(E) / x 1) is decreasing in ) x I. Now 
I cc E,(W) Ix - Y I> ~0s y  4 = fl 1,y;;;‘;2 E,(o(E) 1 x - y  I) cos = dy T/2 12 7 7 
(B.1) 
Letting y  = (2n + s)7/2, we get 
I m T/2 E,(Q) ) x - y  I) cos y  dy 
03.2) 
= + iI (-1)” j-;i E,(a(E) 1 x - (2n + s) 42 I) cos 7 ds. 
Now cos ns/2 will be nonnegative for s E [- 1, I] and E,(u(E) / x - (2n + s)7/2 1) 
is positive for all n. Hence, for each E, we have an alternating series of functions, 
with each successive function dominated by the previous for arbitrary 1 x 1 < r/2. 
So we can state that for any E, the quantity 
s m r/2 E,(u(E) / x - y  I) cos F dy 
is nonpositive. 
Proof of (3.10). w e assert that the functions E,(o(E)x) satisfies the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 111.1 of [21]. For the kernel we have here, 
&(x) = (l/u2(E)) ly exp(-u(E) xt) dt/t3, x > 0; (B.3) 
1 
furthermore, the results of [4, p. 281 show that for x sufficiently large 
k3(4 - Ub2VW exp(--a(E)4 (B.4) 
For each fixed E, p < u(E) insures us that exp(px) K3(x) is decreasing in X. 
Using (B.4), we see that p*(E) = u(E). T o insure that (d/dx)(exp(@) KS(x)) ,( 0 
is true for all E, we must have /.L * = 1 (see discussion on [21, p. 5651). Arguments 
similar to those in [21, pp. 560-5631 show that 
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